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Abstract: In this work, a novel all-dielectric metasurface made of arrayed circular slots etched
in a silicon layer is proposed and theoretically investigated. The structure is designed to support
both Mie-type multipolar resonances and symmetry-protected bound states in the continuum
(BIC). Specifically, the metasurface consists of interrupted circular slots, following the paradigm
of complementary split-ring resonators. This configuration allows both silicon-on-glass and
free-standing metasurfaces and the arc length of the split-rings provides an extra tuning parameter.
The nature of both BIC and non-BIC resonances supported by the metasurface is investigated
by employing the Cartesian multipole decomposition technique. Thanks to the non-radiating
nature of the quasi-BIC resonance, extremely high Q-factor responses are calculated, both by
fitting the simulated transmittance spectra to an extended Fano model and by an eigenfrequency
analysis. Furthermore, the effect of optical losses in silicon on quenching the achievable Q-factor
values is discussed. The metasurface features a simple bulk geometry and sub-wavelength
dimensions. This novel device, its high Q-factors, and strong energy confinement open new
avenues of research on light-matter interactions in view of new applications in non-linear devices,
biological sensors, and optical communications.

© 2021 Optical Society of America under the terms of the OSA Open Access Publishing Agreement

1. Introduction

The study of periodic subwavelength structures has attracted much attention in recent years. Such
structures can be broadly classified in three categories, namely metamaterials (MM) [1], photonic
crystals (PhC), and high contrast metastructures (HCM) [2]. The main difference between these
types of structures is their operating principle. While the MM properties are the result of local
resonances of its subwavelength elements, PhC and HCM are based on Bragg resonances of
the structure as a whole. Besides, PhC and HCM differ in their design approaches, theoretical
analyses, and photonic applications, and therefore remain as distinct research topics [2]. One
advantage of MM is that they may behave like a bulk material with engineered permeability and
permittivity, thus achieving unusual optical properties. Specifically, two-dimensional MM, known
as metasurfaces (MS), have gained increased interest due to their interesting properties, compact
size, and simpler fabrication [3–8]. These structures are composed of subwavelength-scale
optical resonators arranged at the interface between two media. Their local resonances and their
collective interactions are capable of modifying the properties of propagating electromagnetic
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waves, such as, amplitude, phase, polarization, and group delay. In addition, depending on the
design, dielectric or metallic subwavelength particles can control light scattering and light-matter
interactions in both resonant and non-resonant regimes.

In the past decade, all-dielectric MS composed by high refractive index materials have attracted
equal or more interest than their metallic counterparts, as they do not suffer from ohmic losses and
allow for the excitation of Mie-type magnetic and electric resonant multipole modes. Based on
this concept, numerous metasurfaces have been extensively used in a broad range of applications:
to achieve arbitrary reflection/refraction [9–11], wavefront control and lensing [12,13], control
of light emission [14], photoluminescence [15], polarization control [16], generation of vortex
beams [17], sensing [18,19], microwave waveguide design [20], ultra-high quality factor resonant
response [21], highly-selective filtering [22,23], or enhancement of nonlinear processes [24,25].
The field has considerably expanded during these past years and some of the most promising
achievements are reported in Refs. [26–30]. The traditional building blocks of dielectric MS
have been cubes, disks, rods, or other particles of arbitrary geometrical shapes. While in the
case of HCM and PhC the building blocks can have a refractive index lower than that of the
surrounding material (mesh-type) or the opposite (island-type), the most common MS proposals
are based on island-type configurations.

In this work, we propose a novel type of MS based on building blocks of slot geometrical
shapes (a mesh-type MS), specifically complementary split-ring resonator (CSRR) ultrathin
slots, which can be etched in a silicon layer by standard techniques, such as electron-beam
lithography or reactive ion etching. Contrary to metasurfaces based on silicon-SRR patterned
on substrate [18], we demonstrate that the MS supports at telecom near-IR wavelengths strong
multipolar resonances, such as toroidal quadrupoles, localized in parts of the silicon slab, which
are separated by the air-CSRR. Their multipolar nature is investigated by means of the Cartesian
multipole decomposition technique (CMDT).

Furthermore, by introducing a degree of asymmetry in the structure of the slotted CSRR,
it is shown that a quasi-BIC is excited by an impinging planewave, as earlier proposed in a
significantly different context, namely resonant metallic MS at microwave frequencies [31]. The
quality factor of the quasi-BIC resonance can be controlled by adjusting the asymmetry parameter,
as demonstrated by Fano curve fitting of the simulated MS transmittance spectra and by an
eigenfrequency analysis. The impact of optical absorption losses on the achievable quality factors
is moreover investigated. Additional advantages of the proposed MS are the possible operation in
free-standing configuration (key to maintain some important resonant characteristics of dielectric
MS) and the straightforward scaling of the design to other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum
(taking advantage of the low dispersion of silicon). This novel approach opens new avenues
of research in resonant periodic structures and more precisely in dielectric MS for narrowband
filtering, sensing, or the enhancement of non-linear processes.

2. Multipolar resonances in slot metasurfaces

One of the most exotic multipole families recently investigated has been the toroidal multipoles.
The simplest member of this class, i.e., the toroidal dipole (TD), is a localized electromagnetic
excitation formed when current flows in a solenoid bent into a torus. Depending on the polarization
current, magnetic or electric TD or higher-order multipoles, such as toroidal quadrupoles (TQ)
are generated. Although toroidal multipoles exist in nature, they are hard to measure as they
usually overlap with and are screened by other much stronger multipoles.

The CMDT is the best technique for the theoretical identification of the nature of resonant
multipolar modes and it has been widely employed in electromagnetics for the study of light-matter
interaction [32]. For instance, this technique has been used to find toroidal moments causing
the so-called anapole state [33], to investigate non-spherical nanoparticles [34], trimers [35],
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quadrumers [36–38], nanohole silicon MS [39] and so forth. Here, we employ the CMDT in
order to specify the multipolar nature of the resonances observed in the MS transmittance spectra.

Experimentally, the first demonstration of a TD was in a metallic MM in the microwave range
[40]. After that, other designs based on split-ring resonators have been demonstrated at THz and
visible range [41,42]. Despite the fact that TD are not readily measurable in individual dielectric
particles [43], strong toroidal response has been recently demonstrated around 10 GHz [35,44]
and 100 GHz [45] in all-dielectric MS. Some example applications of toroidal MS are cloaking
[46], nanolasing [47], photoluminescence [48], and enhancement of nonlinear effects [49,50].
As it happens with MS in general, the field has considerably expanded during these past years so
the reader is referred to the review studies of Refs. [51–53].

2.1. Near-infrared optical response of the silicon CSRR metasurface

The proposed MS is composed of a periodic array of CSRR slots etched in a thin silicon layer, as
shown schematically in Fig. 1. The MS can be fabricated by depositing a polycrystalline silicon
film on an optically thick glass substrate by means of low pressure chemical vapor deposition
[54] and subsequent patterning of the silicon layer via standard electron-beam lithography (EBL)
or reactive ion etching in order to etch the CSRR slots [55]. The structural parameters are
characterized by the CSRR width s, its inner diameter w, the distance between adjacent CSRR g,
and the silicon layer thickness h. According to this definition, the pitch of the periodic square
array is equal to P = w + g + 2s. The CSRR are interrupted by two narrow silicon gaps of size
t and an additional asymmetry parameter tx, which reduces the arc length in one half of the
CSRR, thus breaking the symmetry of the structure. This is key to the generation of quasi-BIC
resonances, as it will be demonstrated in Section 3. Since the MS is based on the complementary
pattern of etched SRR, the silicon layer retains its continuity, thus allowing, in principle, for the
fabrication of the structure in both free-standing and substrate-supported structures.

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the proposed all-dielectric slot metasurface. The slots are
etched as split rings in a thin silicon layer. The symmetry of the structure is broken by
introducing an asymmetry parameter tx, which reduces the length of one CSRR arc and
breaks the symmetry of the structure.

To obtain the optical response of the MS, i.e., the power reflectance, absorptance, and
transmittance spectra, a high-speed, open-source electromagnetic solver is used, which implements
the rigorous coupled-wave analysis (RCWA) [56–59]. As a starting point, the structural parameters
are selected to produce strong resonances in the vicinity of λ = 1.55 µm, that is the third near-
infrared (NIR) telecommunications window. Despite this, the structure can be scaled to work
in other spectrum regions due to the low dispersion of silicon. In what follows, the material
dispersion of silicon was taken into account [60] and the planewave is y-polarized and normally
impinging on the MS.

As a first case, we consider a symmetric structure (tx = 0) according to the definition of Fig. 1.
The thickness of the silicon layer is adjusted at h = 232 nm so that the layer’s transmittance is
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maximized at the target wavelength of 1.55 µm. The Fabry-Perot transmittance of the thin silicon
layer provides the background of the MS optical response and it is not affected by the CSRR
geometrical parameters. A glass substrate is considered with a refractive index of 1.52, as in
this NIR scenario the MS is too thin to work in free-standing configuration. However, a scaled
version of the MS at THz frequencies, where high-resistivity floating-zone silicon has minimal
losses with an only slightly lower refractive index, could be mechanically robust even without a
substrate as the required silicon layer thickness is from tens to hundreds of microns.

The MS geometrical parameters are selected as w = 496 nm and g = 240 nm, while the gap t
and the CSRR slot width s are free parameters. The results are summarized in Fig. 2. As it can
be observed, in all cases examined the MS supports two strong resonances in the spectral window
under investigation. When a free-standing silicon MS is considered, namely with a substrate
index ns = 1, the two resonances are closer, as observed in Fig. 2(a) for t = 100 nm and s = 25
nm. The presence of the glass substrate does not suppress these two resonances, but red-shifts
their resonant wavelengths, such that the spectral distance between them is increased. The gap
width t has a small impact on the MS optical response and it can be used as a parameter to
fine-tune the spectral position of the two resonances, as shown in Fig. 2(b). In fact, it is observed
that even in the case of t = 0, i.e., when the slots form continuous rings, the same two resonances
are observed. Therefore, for their excitation it is not necessary that the slotted rings are split.
Their nature is investigated in more detail in Section 2.2. The CSRR width s plays a more critical
role, which is evidenced in Fig. 2(c). Thinner slots lead to higher field confinement and thus
resonances with increased quality factor (narrower linewidth). In addition, as the slot width is
further reduced, the two resonances become spectrally closer.

Fig. 2. Transmittance of the investigated silicon CSRR-MS for: (a) free-standing vs.
substrate-supported MS, (b) substrate-supported MS with and without silicon gaps, (c)
substrate-supported MS for different CSRR slot widths. In all cases, unless stated differently:
w = 496 nm, h = 232 nm, g = 240 nm, t = 100 nm, s = 25 nm, and tx = 0 nm.

2.2. Electromagnetic field profiles and multipole decomposition of the resonant modes

In order to elucidate the physical origin of the two observed strong resonances the electromagnetic
fields in the MS were simulated at the resonant wavelengths. The 3D finite element method (FEM)
was used, implemented in the commercial software COMSOL Multiphysics. The mesh was
composed of tetrahedral quadratic elements with maximum size λm/7, where λm is the wavelength
in each medium. The mesh in the slot region was refined in order to secure convergence of
the results. The field profiles were normalized with respect to the amplitude of the impinging
planewave, such that the field enhancement factor is directly assessed.

The analysis was complemented with the CMDT, by expanding the polarization current in
silicon, which was calculated in the MS unit cell and at the corresponding resonant wavelengths.
Then, the relative scattering power Psc of the dipole and quadrupole moments was derived. The
total electric dipole and quadrupole moments are composed of the interference of Cartesian
electric and toroidal moments, whose scattering power is separately calculated as described
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in Refs. [20,45]. Since the employed CMDT is formulated for scatterers embedded in a
homogeneous medium, the free-standing configuration studied in Fig. 2(a) was selected as the
case study. However, it has been confirmed, by inspecting the corresponding field profiles, that
the multipolar nature of the resonant modes does not change for the case of the glass-backed
metasurface.

The results for the two resonant modes at λl
res = 1.4602 µm and λh

res = 1.4643 µm are
summarized, respectively, in Fig. 3(a)-(c) and Fig. 3(d)-(f). In the first case, the electric field is
polarized almost exclusively in the MS plane, as evidenced in Fig. 3(a) and (b). The observed
loops of displacement currents, calculated in the xy-midplane of the MS, as well as those of the
magnetic field in the transverse xz-plane, are a characteristic fingerprint of toroidal multipoles
[33]. The field arrows are plotted in logarithmic scale in order to avoid screening their pattern
by the strong fields in the slot CSRR. Indeed, the CMDT reveals that the dominant multipole
contribution of the investigated resonant mode is the electric quadrupole stemming from a strong
TQ moment.

Fig. 3. (a) Electric, (b) magnetic near-field profiles and (c) relative multipole scattering
power for the resonance at λl

res. (d) Electric, (e) magnetic near-field profiles and (f) relative
multipole scattering power for the resonance at λh

res. The tangential Et and normal En
electric field components with respect to the xy-plane are plotted separately. The structural
parameters are as in the free-standing case studied in Fig. 2(a). Multipole definition:
ED-electric dipole, MD-magnetic dipole, EQ-electric quadrupole, MQ-magnetic quadrupole,
CED-Cartesian electric dipole, TD-toroidal dipole, CEQ-Cartesian electric quadrupole,
TQ-toroidal quadrupole.

The second resonant mode was found to exhibit a hybridized multipolar signature, as evidenced
both by the mixed, tangential and normal, polarization of the electric field in the MS midplane
and by the multipole analysis. A strong TQ contribution is observed, whose scattering power is
however comparable to that of the magnetic dipole. In both cases of the resonant modes there is
significant field confinement in the CSRR slots, which is fundamental for the excitation of strong
resonances, as observed in the corresponding transmittance spectra of Fig. 2(a).
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3. Bound states in the continuum in slot silicon metasurfaces

The existence of bound states in the continuum was first proposed nearly a century ago in the
context of quantum mechanics [61]. This phenomenon consists in waves that stay localized
while coexisting with radiating waves in the continuous spectrum [62]. Being a general wave
phenomenon, it can be observed in water, acoustic and electromagnetic waves. In the latter
case, BIC can dramatically reduce the radiation from optical resonators, since a true BIC has
infinite Q-factor. The first experimental demonstration was in 2011 [63], opening up new avenues
of research in nanophotonics. The main limitation is that BIC can be produced only in ideal
lossless infinite structures or for extreme values of parameters. Despite this, BIC can be probed
as quasi-BIC when the Q-factor and resonance linewidth become finite [64]. Recently, they have
been demonstrated in various photonic structures as for example, photonic crystal slabs [65–68],
optical waveguides and fibers [69,70], metasurfaces [71–74], isolated subwavelength dielectric
particles [75], and nanodisks [76]. The envisaged applications are numerous, including among
others sensing [77,78], the enhancement of non-linear processes [79], imaging [80], and lasing
[81].

The most common way to observe BIC is by breaking the symmetry in systems where the
coupling between some resonances to the radiation modes is not allowed due to symmetry or
separability [82]. Such systems exhibiting reflection or rotational symmetry can have a bound
state embedded in the continuous spectrum of modes of different symmetry class, making the
coupling forbidden as long as the symmetry is preserved [62]. In this section, we demonstrate
that the proposed metasurface is capable of supporting quasi-BIC by symmetry breaking. To do
so, several options are in principle possible, e.g., by accommodating CSRR of different size in
the unit cell, introducing an offset of the silicon gap in both or one side, or by shortening the arc
length in one part of the CSRR. In this work, the latter case is selected due to observed higher
Q-factors. When the gap is symmetric (tx = 0), the ideal (lossless and infinite) structure supports
a symmetry-protected BIC. If the central silicon gap is increased along the positive x direction, as
defined in Fig. 1, the in-plane inversion symmetry is broken and BIC transforms into a quasi-BIC
with a finite Q-factor.

Figure 4 shows the transmittance spectra of the substrate-supported MS studied in Fig. 2(a) for
increasing values of the asymmetry parameter tx. It is observed that when tx ≠ 0 a sharp quasi-
BIC resonance manifests in the transmittance spectrum, whose λres and linewidth progressively
increase for higher values of tx. The resonant wavelength of the non-BIC mode at 1.5494 µm
for tx = 0 also red-shifts due to the increased volume occupied by silicon, as the asymmetry
becomes more profound. The resonant electric and magnetic field of the quasi-BIC mode for the
free-standing MS and for tx = 50 nm and λres = 1.53395 µm calculated at the MS midplane are
shown in Fig. 4(b). The electric (magnetic) field was found to be polarized exclusive in-plane
(out-of-plane). The displacement currents demonstrate a circular pattern twisting around the
center of the silicon surfaces bounded by the CSRR producing magnetic moments along the
z-axis. A similar pattern has been identified as a collective oscillation of four longitudinal
magnetic dipoles [83]. The CMDT analysis in Fig. 4(c) supports this ascertainment, as it reveals
a predominant magnetic dipole contribution.

The investigated quasi-BIC resonant spectra have a Fano profile that can be studied with
the classical Fano formula. However, in order to include the effect of absorption losses an
extended Fano formula (Eq. (1)) for lossy two-port systems is here implemented [84]. This
model embodies loss-related correction terms and fundamental parameters, namely resonance
frequency, total decay rates, and partial radiation probabilities:

T(ωn) = ηradTFano(ωn) − β
ηradηabs

1 +
(︃
ωn − 1
γn

)︃2 + ηabs |tD |2 , (1)
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Fig. 4. (a) Transmittance of the substrate-supported MS for various values of the asymmetry
parameter tx; other parameters as in Fig. 2(a). (b) Tangential electric and normal magnetic
field profiles at the xy-midplane of the MS for the corresponding free-standing MS and for
tx = 50 nm. (c) Relative multipole scattering power for the resonant quasi-BIC mode.

where ηrad = 1 − ηabs is the total radiation probability of the localized mode, β is the intensity of
the resonant transmission at the resonant wavelenght, tD is the non-resonant transfer amplitude
via the continuum, γn is the overall damping rate of the resonance (Q = 1/2γn), and TFano is the
classic Fano formula

TFano(ωn) = |tD |2
(Fγn + ωn − 1)2

(ωn − 1)2 + γ2
n

, (2)

where ωn = ω/ω0 is the normalized angular frequency, ω0 = 2πf /λres, λres is the resonant
wavelength, F is the Fano parameter, expressing the degree of asymmetry. These parameters
are obtained by curve fitting to the calculated transmittance spectra. Furthermore, in order to
complement the results of the curve fitting to the extended Fano formula, we perform a FEM
eigenfrequency analysis, calculating the quality factors of the quasi-BIC resonance as a function
of the asymmetry parameter and losses in silicon as Q = ℜ{ω̃}/2ℑ{ω̃}, where ω̃ is the calculated
complex eigenfrequency.

Since optical glass substrates can be practically transparent, we focus our study on the optical
losses in silicon, quantified by adding the extinction coefficient k, i.e., the imaginary part
of the silicon refractive index. This coefficient encompasses both absorption and scattering
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losses introduced by defects or due to surface roughness during fabrication. The results on
the achievable Q-factors of the investigated quasi-BIC resonance are summarized in Fig. 5(a).
Excellent agreement is observed between the Q-factor values derived by Fano fitting and those
calculated by means of the eigenfrequency analysis. For the considered range of the asymmetry
parameter (tx ≥ 0.5 nm), it was found that for k<10−9, which is within the results of experimental
characterization [60,85], the metasurface response is not affected. Larger values progressively
deteriorate the Q-factor, as shown in Fig. 5(a) for k = 10−5 and 10−7, and reduce the transmission
on resonance, as demonstrated in the spectra of Fig. 5(b) for tx = 1 nm.

Fig. 5. (a) Quality factor of the quasi-BIC resonance in the CSRR-MS as a function the
asymmetry parameter tx and for three different extinction coefficients for losses in silicon
(k = 10−5, 10−7 and 10−9). The inset shows the evolution of the absorption probability with
tx for two of the examined values of k. (b) Transmittance for different loss levels in the case
tx = 1 nm. The quasi-BIC resonance ceases to manifest for k>10−5.

This effect can be quantified by the absorption probability ηabs. As this parameter increases,
the contribution from TFano decreases linearly with the factor ηrad = 1 − ηabs [84]. The value of
the absorption probability as a function of the asymmetry parameter for k = 10−5 and 10−7 is
shown in the inset of Fig. 5(a). For k = 10−9 the factor ηabs is negligible. In the case of lossless
systems (ηrad = 1 and ηabs = 0), the transmittance is described by the standard Fano formula
of Eq. (2), namely T(ωn) = TFano(ωn). On the other hand, when the absorption probability is
maximized, the resonance is fully quenched (ηrad = 0 and ηabs = 1), and T(ωn) = |tD |2. As
observed in Fig. 5(b), for tx = 1 nm and k = 10−5, ηabs = 1 resulting in the suppression of
the resonance. This analysis demonstrates the extreme sensitivity of quasi-BIC to losses and
defects. On the other hand, this effect could be exploited to make active metasurfaces based on
electro-optic or all-optic tuning of the carrier concentration in MS etched in doped silicon.

4. Conclusion

In summary, a CSRR silicon-slot dielectric metasurface exhibiting multipolar resonances and
bound states in the continuum (BIC) was designed and demonstrated. The spectral position
of these resonances is controlled by adjusting the structural parameters. The CSRR-based
configuration of allows to have free-standing metasurfaces and produce an extra tuning parameter.
Through proper design, the metasurface operates as an extremely narrowband notch filter. Thanks
to the non-radiative nature of the resonances, the negligible absorption loss and the near field
coupling on the metasurface, very high quality factors are demonstrated close to the telecom
relevant wavelength of 1.55 µm, which are limited solely by fabrication tolerance and the control
of absorption losses in silicon for the case of the quasi-BIC mode. The proposed structure can
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find application in systems relying on strong light-matter interactions, such as non-linear devices,
biological sensors, or on narrowband filtering, e.g., in laser cavities or optical communications.
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